Reflections at the Library
Oz 30 is haptic space, or the touch that space has on us through intentional forms that moves our feelings, as we move about. I know a place at Mount Angel Abbey provides such a sensory loading, which is what architecture can do. Here, place was made by a lamp, by the skylights, by the clerestory, and by the horizon so you read seriously in any position.
In June of 1984 Hunter (an architect) and Carolyn (a bookseller) were to be wed in Corvallis. I was in the ceremony. To make this work we drove the Saab 1,100 miles from San Diego to Oregon time for the Friday afternoon rehearsal and dinner. A night ambling north through California's central valley on I-5 with the graveyard-shift truckers.
- One enters the Library moving north, below a classicist awning articulated by wood trimmed steel columns, to pass through a vestibule, to be greeted in the lobby (that doubles as a gallery) by Aalto lamps, round skylights, a second glazed wall, and beyond, the curvilinear librarians' station.
shaded by the porch and entry, a skylight group over the desk highlights a foreground in human scale: a person squeezes horizontal, sets pressure over head, your eyes instructed by the wood slats of the ceiling plane running away, towards the slatted end panels of the book stacks, radiating from a center that hovers just beyond the round counter top and librarian. Top light overhead is from the unseen arc of the clerestory that suggested by the structure setting one column before double columns beyond, opposite rail with a lamp. From this position, the far windows just above your eyelevel, providing a horizon of sky as the composition, and more, casts you into a place of serious reading. It is a play on perspective, a room with books, lit sacredly from above, entered on edge, as one frames a mind in eccle-
is arranged for what today we call the moment. All of which combines the senses into an perceptual instant, that you may or may not be aware of, cap-A poetic image as Gaston Bachelard would have it, where all the senses are suspended in a moment's participation with the architect-which is the art of architecture, that transcendence made possible in haptic work and the goal of our best architects.
A person wonders how he accomplishes so much with so little. Part of the secret seems to lie in the wedding of function and design achieved by making the function be the design. "
2 one of the most instructive, phenomenal architectural experiences of a a young monk at the front desk. We dressed in cameras and awe. I asked if it was okay for us to look around and take some pictures? You (he says without surprise) must be architects? Yes, how can you tell? Sure, look around. (I recognized a smile that must have been both pride and recognition of the building he worked in, and a touch of gentle mockery for us.) As we spoke I was scanning the room and listening to his tenor. I asked how he liked the building. He became somber saying that it was functionally outstanding since he could command the entire library from his desk position. However, "the light inside is too gray. Architecture is something more than is the gift of experience, the creative trafficking between an architect's deliberateness and the presence of -ering presence behind the construction the "poetics of architecture. " I like this turn of phrase. It points every architect. It is a way of naming the aesthetic, the feelings she wants to give away; "to express" as Louis Kahn would say. At Mount Angel Alvar Aalto realized that this was a library-he liked making libraries-for serious concentration. He said, "I try to get light which spreads in the room so that no matter at which angle you hold the in your eyes. "
3 His ethical calculation is for people to read unhampered in any bodily position. In a room justly vistas, but lit from above. Elsewhere there are rooms for looking out, like the or the private carrels. Serious study have three minor views out from the stacks in alignment with the structure, separating the four fanning volumes, glimpsing the horizon. Asked why he did not have larger glass areas to make replied, "I have designed a place of study, not a lounge. " 4 Monastic study is elevated by a spiritual light from above. Whether at a carrel, a chair by the stacks, or a position on the rail, one is always in conditioned illumination with the pleasure of a lamp.
As our best architects demonstrate, light-the ordering of mood-is the essence of architecture. Mood is the architect's artistic medium. Mood, in broader terms atmosphere, is created by a rule that light must bounce or touch something before it is given to the eye. Inherently everyone understands this: the theater owner, the retailer, or the star-struck lovers at a candlelight dinner. Yet how can you give a whole library the feeling of concentration, meditation, focus and reverence, on this escarpment? I visualize the whole history of Modern architecture: Mr. Wright's concealed lamps and deep recessed windows; Le Corbusier's light cannons at the church of La Tourette; Louis Kahn's Art Museum; or, most poignantly, Alvar Aalto's technique of vertical wood slats over the windows at the Wolfsburg Cultural Center or Säynätsalo City Hall. It was at the Säynätsalo City Hall that the quantum mechanics of this Our Cal Poly studio was there on a late September's day in the glory of horizontal Finnish sunlight. Yet inside the main hallway the light was warm. I walk outside again: cool. Inside: warm. How? I approached the window, and as you got within a few inches of the glass, between the exterior wood slats the light was cool, but step back a bit and the space was warm. That this gentle touch of a few too widely spaced wood slats, set on edge to the window, could give such charity taught us much. If light is the medium of the architect's art, then its conditioning is the technique. auditorium is a special case combining two screened apertures at opposite corcurtains. Also playing independently is the periodical room, which has picture windows facing east to the mountains, tempered only by sheer fabric curtains. It must be spectacular on a clear day to see white-hatted Mt. Hood (and partinterior glass between the periodicals and the main level stacks and reading area, this vista penetrates deep, all the way to the librarian's office and the front loan-desk. A particular incident of sunlight occurs at the lower level carrels, which are private rooms. Here the light is seasoned by the wood trellis and delivered to a studying monk (at a desk lamp) after being used in the carrel. Taken in sum the various methods of tempering the light give an atmosphere to study privately, while at the same drawing. It is where interior space, program and the vault of the sky intersect within the mind's eye. It is the drawing that stands for the architect. A gnomon, standing in light casts its shadow, of our trade since at least the Greeks, likely since the Incas. In legacy Modern architects like Le Corbusier, Wright, and Aalto acknowledged whole buildings standing in the sun like a gnomon.
In second-year we learn that plan and section are connected in critique, at Mount Angel Abbey we learn they are inseparable. Light is conditioned both from above and the horizon. As an apprentice (licensed, with an at Mount Angel Abbey for the first time I marveled at Aalto's forms, the spread of light, felt his spaces, noted his techniques, and hoped to borrow space as our own professional goal.
instance architectural practice teaches us that relationships build buildings. Haptic or aesthetic spaces, the art of architecture, emerges out of the genius of design, but it is transmitted through a practice of shared awareness and intentions to be played out in the complex orchestra of construction, such something more the architect brings, lies beyond the drawings, computer images, and models like a poem lies beyond its words, a movie beyond its image, a story behind its text. Architecture is made by people and light.
Notes

